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Achieving the highest possible precision for theoretical predictions at the present and future
high-energy lepton and hadron colliders requires a precise determination of fragmentation functions
(FFs) of light and heavy charged hadrons from a global QCD analysis with great accuracy. We
describe a simultaneous determination of unpolarized FFs of charged pions, charged kaons and
protons/antiprotons from single-inclusive hadron production in electron-positron annihilation (SIA)
data at next-to-leading order and next-to-next-to-leading order accuracy in perturbative QCD. A
new set of FFs, called SGKS20, is presented. We include data for identified light charged hadrons
(pi±,K± and p/p¯) as well as for unidentified light charged hadrons, h±. We examine the inclusion
of higher-order perturbative QCD corrections and finite-mass effects. We compare the new SGKS20
FFs with other recent FFs available in the literature and find in general reasonable agreement, but
also important differences for some parton species. We show that theoretical predictions obtained
from our new FFs are in very good agreement with the analyzed SIA data, especially at small values
of z. The SGKS20 FF sets presented in this work are available via the LHAPDF interface.
PACS numbers: 13.66.Bc, 13.87.Fh, 13.85.Ni
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I. INTRODUCTION
The two non-perturbative elements in theoretical high
energy cross sections of hard scattering processes are the
parton distribution functions (PDFs) and the collinear
unpolarized fragmentation functions (FFs) [1–12]. The
factorization theorem of Quantum Chromodynamics
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(QCD) tells us that these are universal and their evolu-
tion can be calculated from perturbative QCD. A pre-
cise determination of FFs is crucial for studies of the
strong interaction in high energy scattering processes.
FFs describe how high energy colored partons produced
in the hard interactions are turned into the hadrons mea-
sured and identified in an experiment. As is the case
for PDFs, FFs need to be determined through a QCD
analysis of high-energy experimental data due to their
non-perturbative nature. Currently, several experimen-
tal measurements from different processes are available
which can be used for the determination of FFs. Hadron
production in single-inclusive e+e− annihilation (SIA)
provides the main information on FFs, but measurements
from semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) and
from proton-(anti)proton collisions at hadron colliders
can also be used to determine well-constrained FFs.
SIDIS and proton-proton collisions are particularly im-
portant for a complete flavour decomposition of FFs
into quark and anti-quark components. However, among
these high-energy processes, SIA is the cleanest process
and the interpretation of it does not require a simultane-
ous knowledge of PDFs.
There have been several analyses aiming to extract FFs
of the lightest charged hadrons pi±, K± and p/p¯ [2–4, 13–
19]. The most important experimental information for
determining the FFs comes from SIA data and most of
the recent analyses have considered only these data to de-
termine FFs up to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
in perturbative QCD. For the case of charged pion, kaon
and proton/antiproton analyses which include SIDIS and
pp data, we refer to Refs. [11, 13, 14].
The analyses performed so far for extracting pi±, K±
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2and p/p¯ FFs differ in various aspects, such as the exper-
imental data included, the QCD perturbative order, the
phenomenological framework, the error calculation pro-
cedure, and so on. In particular we note that up to now, it
was customary to analyze the light charged hadron data
independently from each other, i.e. the extraction of FFs
for one type of hadron was solely performed through the
analysis of production data for that type of hadron. In
contrast, in our most recent study [2], we have shown,
for the first time, that a simultaneous analysis of pion
and unidentified light charged hadron data for extract-
ing pion FFs is also possible and leads to a reduction in
the uncertainties of the extracted pion FFs.
The main goal of the following study, referred to as
SGKS20 FFs, is to revisit our previous analysis [2] and ex-
tract pi±, K± and p/p¯ FFs simultaneously by including
all available SIA data for pion, kaon, proton production
along with data for unidentified light charged hadrons
h±. We perform a QCD analysis at next-to-leading or-
der (NLO) as well as at next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO). Moreover, in the present analysis, we also study
hadron mass corrections. We find that these corrections
are important at small z, the ratio of momentum trans-
ferred from the parton to the observed hadron, and at
low values of center-of-mass energy
√
s. Since the contri-
bution of unidentified light charged hadrons h± is mostly
related to the pion, kaon and proton, we show that the
extraction of pi±,K± and p/p¯ FFs in a simultaneous anal-
ysis of identified and unidentified light charged hadron
production data and including the hadron mass correc-
tions significantly improves the fit quality and leads to
well-constrained FFs.
This article is organized in the following manner. In
Sec. II we present the SIA data used in our NLO and
NNLO FFs analyses, along with their corresponding ob-
servables and the kinematic cuts we impose on the data.
Then, in Sec. III we discuss the theoretical details of the
SGKS20 FFs determination of pi±, K± and p/p¯ FFs, in-
cluding the parameterizations and the evolution of FFs.
Our assumptions and the hadron mass corrections are
discussed in this section as well. Sec. IV deals with the
method of χ2 minimization and estimation of the SGKS20
FFs uncertainties. Considering the best fit parameters,
the main results of this study are presented in Sec. V.
We first turn to discuss the SGKS20 FFs sets. Then, we
compare our best fit obtained for pion, kaon and pro-
ton/antiproton FFs at NNLO with other results in the lit-
erature. We also present a detailed comparison between
all analyzed SIA data and the corresponding theoretical
predictions obtained using the SGKS20 FFs. Finally, in
Sec. VI we present our summary and conclusions. We
also outline in this section some possible future develop-
ments.
II. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVABLES
The SIA processes have provided us with a wealth
of high-precision experimental data carrying information
about how partons fragment into a low-mass charged
hadron. In this section, we provide details of the ex-
perimental measurements used as input for the determi-
nation of the SGKS20 FFs along with the corresponding
observables and kinematic cuts applied. The simultane-
ous determination of light charged hadron FFs presented
in this work is based on comprehensive data sets from
electron-positron annihilation into a single identified and
unidentified hadron. In addition to the inclusive mea-
surements, the data set entering the SGKS20 analysis also
includes flavor-tagged measurements.
We note that SIA data are particularly clean, however,
they provide only a limited sensitivity to the flavor sep-
aration of different light quark FFs. In addition, it is
known that the gluon FF is poorly constrained by the
total SIA cross section measurements. Hence, in order
to discriminate between different quark and antiquark
flavors, one would have to include SIDIS and hadron col-
lider observables. This is, however, beyond the scope of
the present work.
In our analysis of pi±, K±, p/p¯ and h± data, we will
include all available SIA measurements from different ex-
periments and with different center-of-mass energies. For
the case of pi±, K± and p/p¯, we use the data from the
BELLE, BABAR, TASSO, TPC, TOPAZ, ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL
and SLD Collaborations [20–32]. These data are based
on inclusive cross section measurements which contain
all quark flavors, as well as flavor-tagged light (uds)-,
charm (c)-, and bottom (b)-quark samples. Note that
constraints on heavy quark FFs is provided by the heavy
flavor-tagged data.
For the case of unidentified light charged hadron h±
data, we use the SIA measurements by the TASSO, TPC,
ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL and SLD Collaborations [23, 24, 27,
28, 30, 31]. The SIA data included in our analysis are
listed in Tables I and II. The second column of these
tables contains the value of the center-of-mass energy for
each experiment. The data cover center-of-mass energies
between 10.52 GeV and 91.2 GeV. The total number of
data points included is 1492. This combines 392 data
points for unidentified light charged hadrons h±, 412 for
pions, 369 for kaons and 319 for protons.
The details of our fitting procedure will be discussed
below, but we present already here, in the last four
columns of Tables I and II, the values of χ2 per num-
ber of data points, χ2/(Npts.), for each data set. The
value of the total χ2 per number of degrees of freedom,
χ2/(d.o.f.), is shown in the last line of these tables. It
should be noted that the number of data points of each
data set shown in the tables is subject to kinematic cuts.
Actually, we remove data points at small- and large-z
in order to avoid regions where re-summation effects are
sizeable.
We have examined a variety of kinematic cuts for dif-
3Experiment
√
s χ
2
Npts.
(pi±) χ
2
Npts.
(K±) χ
2
Npts.
(p/p¯) χ
2
Npts.
(h±)
BELLE[20] 10.52 0.541 0.941 — —
BABAR [21] 10.54 1.745 2.799 1.053 —
TASSO12 [22] 12 1.151 0.933 0.651 —
TASSO14 [23, 32] 14 1.192 1.401 2.250 0.559
TASSO22 [23, 32] 22 2.427 2.545 1.983 0.665
TPC [24] 29 0.645 0.605 4.439 1.079
TASSO30 [22] 30 — — 1.246 —
TASSO34 [25] 34 1.241 0.153 1.730 —
TASSO35 [23] 34 — — — 1.632
TASSO44 [23, 25] 44 2.023 — — 1.086
ALEPH [26, 27] 91.2 1.811 0.702 2.346 0.589
DELPHI (incl.) [28] 91.2 1.345 0.660 0.576 0.513
DELPHI (uds tag) [28] 91.2 0.837 1.015 0.634 0.464
DELPHI (b tag) [28] 91.2 0.912 0.645 0.848 0.357
OPAL (incl.) [29, 30] 91.2 1.350 0.962 — 0.739
OPAL (uds tag) [29, 30] 91.2 — — — 0.485
OPAL (c tag) [29, 30] 91.2 — — — 0.637
OPAL (b tag) [29, 30] 91.2 — — — 0.187
SLD (incl.) [31] 91.2 1.835 0.700 0.871 0.461
SLD (uds tag) [31] 91.2 1.696 2.324 1.630 0.964
SLD (c tag) [31] 91.2 0.856 0.955 2.883 0.810
SLD (b tag) [31] 91.2 0.707 1.197 2.813 0.106
Total χ2/d.o.f. 1733.196/1443 = 1.201
TABLE I: The list of input data sets for pi±, K±, p/p¯, and h± production included in the present analysis. For each data
set, we have indicated the corresponding reference and the center-of-mass energy
√
s. In the last four columns we show the
value of χ2/Npts. resulting from the FF fit at NLO order. The total value of χ2/d.o.f. is shown at the bottom of the table.
ferent hadrons at small values of z. Since we include
hadron mass effects in our analysis which could affect
the small-z region, we include more small-z data points
in our QCD fits than has been done in previous studies.
Here we provide some details about the choice of the in-
terval [zmin, zmax] in which data points are included in our
fit. In general, our choice for zmin and zmax varies with
the center-of-mass energy. Choosing the same values of
zmin = 0.02 for all experiments and for all center-of-mass
energies leads to χ2/d.o.f. =1.45 and 1.25 for our NLO
and NNLO analyses, respectively. Choosing the values
of zmin = 0.075 instead of 0.02 leads to χ2/d.o.f.=1.19
and 1.14 for the NLO and NNLO analyses, respectively.
We found that it is indeed much better to include the
data points with z ≥ 0.02 for the center-of-mass energy
of
√
s = MZ, and z ≥ 0.075 for
√
s < MZ, where MZ is
the mass of Z boson, for all different hadrons considered
in the analysis. After imposing these kinematical cuts,
we end up with a total of Npts. = 1492. As shown in
Tables I and II, with these choices of kinematic cuts we
find χ2/d.o.f. = 1.20 for NLO and χ2/d.o.f. = 1.10 for
the NNLO fit, i.e. the NNLO fit shows in general a much
better fit quality.
Compared with the most recent analysis by the
NNFF1.0 collaboration [3], we use the same data sets for
the identified light charged hadron production. However,
our analysis is enriched with the additional unidentified
light charged hadron production data sets. We agree with
NNFF1.0 in the choice of zmin: zmin = 0.02 for experi-
ments at
√
s = MZ , and zmin = 0.075 for all other ex-
periments. However, NNFF1.0 use only data up to zmax
= 0.9 for all experiments.
4Experiment
√
s χ
2
Npts.
(pi±) χ
2
Npts.
(K±) χ
2
Npts.
(p/p¯) χ
2
Npts.
(h±)
BELLE [20] 10.52 0.323 0.978 — —
BABAR [21] 10.54 1.4 94 2.495 0.246 —
TASSO12 [22] 12 1.138 0.935 0.672 —
TASSO14 [23, 32] 14 1.183 1.401 2.173 0.579
TASSO22 [23, 32] 22 2.324 2.566 1.917 0.688
TPC [24] 29 1.163 0.514 4.778 0.654
TASSO30 [22] 30 — — 1.331 —
TASSO34 [25] 34 1.131 0.174 1.497 —
TASSO35 [23] 34 — — — 1.503
TASSO44 [23, 25] 44 2.104 — — 0.942
ALEPH [26, 27] 91.2 1.256 0.671 1.018 0.560
DELPHI (incl.) [28] 91.2 1.582 0.640 0.560 0.442
DELPHI (uds tag) [28] 91.2 1.055 0.996 0.547 0.489
DELPHI (b tag) [28] 91.2 0.833 0.632 1.557 0.369
OPAL (incl.) [29, 30] 91.2 1.257 1.093 — 0.714
OPAL (uds tag) [29, 30] 91.2 — — — 0.475
OPAL (c tag) [29, 30] 91.2 — — — 0.612
OPAL (b tag) [29, 30] 91.2 — — — 0.204
SLD (incl.) [31] 91.2 1.171 0.654 0.905 0.471
SLD (uds tag) [31] 91.2 1.250 2.276 1.186 0.956
SLD (c tag) [31] 91.2 0.825 0.962 3.615 0.623
SLD (b tag) [31] 91.2 0.691 1.255 2.656 0.132
Total χ2/d.o.f. 1592.814/1443 = 1.103
TABLE II: Same as Table. I but for the SGKS20 FFs fit at NNLO.
III. THE QCD FRAMEWORK FOR THE SGKS20
FFS
In this section, we turn to present our theoretical
framework to perform a simultaneous determination of
charged pion, charged kaon and proton/antiproton FFs
using the available SIA experimental data, together with
data for unidentified light charged hadron production.
In the present analysis, following Ref. [2], we pa-
rameterize all the charged pion, charged kaon and pro-
ton/antiproton FFs at the input scale µ0 = 5 GeV, using
the following functional form:
DHi (z,Q0) =
Nizαi(1− z)βi [1 + γi(1− z)δi ]
B[2 + αi, βi + 1] + γiB[2 + αi, βi + δi + 1]
,
(1)
where B[a, b] is the Euler Beta function, H refers to the
type of hadron, H = pi±, K± or p/p¯, and Ni is the
normalization constant for each flavor that is considered
to be a fit parameter.
For the case of pi± FFs, the index i denotes the flavor
combinations of u+, s+, c+, b+, and gluon g, where q+ =
q + q¯. For the case of K± and p/p¯ FFs, we consider
i = u+, d+, s+, c+, b+, g. As we mentioned before,
the reason for combining quark and anti-quark FFs in
specific flavor combinations is that we use SIA data in
our analysis which provide information on certain hadron
species summed over the two charge states.
The number of free parameters is reduced by assuming
relations between the FFs following from isospin sym-
metry. In our analysis, we assume SU(2) isospin sym-
metry for the pion FFs and use Dpi
±
u+ = D
pi±
d+ . In the
case of kaon FFs we cannot assume a similar relation,
i.e. DK
±
u+ 6= DK
±
d+ due to the fact that the d quark is un-
favored for kaon production. For the proton/antiproton
FFs, we parameterize d+ and s+ FFs, as described above,
but assume that the u+ FF has the same shape as the
d+ FF, i.e. these two FFs are related by a z-independent
5normalization factor N ,
D
p/p¯
u+ = ND
p/p¯
d+ . (2)
The currently available SIA data do not fully constrain
the entire z dependence of quark and gluon FFs presented
in Eq. (1). Consequently, we are forced to make some
further restrictions on the parameter space of the FFs. In
particular, we found that the parameters γ and δ are not
well constrained by the SIA data. Therefore we consider
them equal to zero for each flavor i of the K± and p/p¯
FFs, and also for the s+, c+ and g FFs of pi±. To be more
precise, just the u+ and b+ FFs of pions are considered to
include five free parameters. In addition we found that
the parameters αpi
±
s+ , α
K±
s+ , β
p/p¯
c+ and β
p/p¯
b+ are not well
constrained by SIA data and we have fixed them at their
best values which were found in pre-fits.
We find that these restrictions of the shape parameters
of FFs only marginally limit the freedom of the input
functional form for the kaon and proton/antiproton FFs.
In total, we have 49 free parameters in our fit which we
include later in our FFs uncertainty estimation.
Unidentified light charged hadron data contain addi-
tional information which can provide further constraints
on the determination of FFs. In our recent analysis of
pion FFs [2], the inclusion of data for unidentified light
charged hadrons in the analysis of pion FFs has led to
a reduction in their uncertainties and also changed their
central values in some kinematic regions. Therefore, it
is of interest to extend that analysis also for the present
case including kaon and proton FFs.
By definition, the unidentified light charged hadrons
include all identified light charged hadrons pi±, K± and
p/p¯, in addition to a small residual contribution from
other light hadrons. Hence, the FFs of unidentified light
charged hadrons is given by
Dh
±
i = D
pi±
i +D
K±
i +D
p/p¯
i +D
res±
i , (3)
with i = u+, d+, s+, c+, b+, g. The residual light hadrons
contribution is expected to be rather small. However, the
most recent study in Ref. [33] shows that the contribu-
tions from residual hadrons are significant for the case
of c- and b-tagged cross section. Hence, we decide to
take into account such contribution in the present anal-
ysis. We include the residual light hadron FFs Dres
±
as
described in Ref. [33] using their sets of residual light
hadrons FFs available at NLO and NNLO accuracy in
the standard LHAPDF format.
Our results show that taking into account these resid-
ual contributions decreases the χ2/d.o.f. from 1.35 to 1.20
for our NLO analysis and from 1.30 to 1.10 for our NNLO
analysis which in general indicates a better agreement of
data and theory.
As indicated, mass effects in pion, kaon and proton
production are included in our QCD analysis. According
to the definition of unidentified light charged hadrons in
Eq. (3) and considering the fact that most of the contri-
butions of light hadrons in unidentified light hadrons is
relevant to the pion, kaon and proton, respectively, in-
cluding their mass corrections is expected to improve the
results, especially in the region of small z and small
√
s.
Hadron mass effects have been studied in Ref. [11, 34] for
e+e− annihilation processes. We follow the strategy de-
scribed in these references and incorporate hadron mass
effects in single inclusive hadron production in SIA. For
zero hadron mass, the scaling variable is expressed as
z = 2EH/
√
s. A finite value of the hadron masses can be
incorporated by a specific choice of the scaling variable.
We define the light-cone scaling variable η as
η =
z
2
(
1 +
√
1− 4m
2
H
sz2
)
, (4)
where mH is the hadron mass. Accordingly, the differen-
tial cross section in the presence of hadron mass effects
reads
dσ
dz
=
1
1− m2Hsη2
∑
a
ˆ 1
η
dxa
xa
ˆdσa
dxa
DHa
(
η
xa
, µ
)
. (5)
According to Eqs. (4) and (5), the hadron mass correc-
tions are most relevant in the small-z and low-
√
s re-
gions. These formulas are applied for all three types of
hadrons, i.e. pions, kaons and protons. The values of
the hadron masses used in Eqs. (4) and (5) are consid-
ered to be mpi = 0.140 GeV, mK = 0.494 GeV, and
mp = 0.938 GeV. We omit the hadron mass corrections
for unidentified hadrons.
We note that the effects of accounting for non-zero
hadron masses in extracting the light hadron FFs have
been explored recently also by NNFF1.0 for the case of
pions, kaons, and protons FFs [3]. It was observed that
hadron-mass corrections can become significant in the
kinematic region covered by the SIA data. Indeed, our
present analysis confirms that hadron-mass corrections
do improve the fit quality. Our detailed investigations
show that ignoring these correction in our QCD fits would
lead to larger values of χ2. At NLO we find χ2/d.o.f. =
1.34 and at NNLO χ2/d.o.f. = 1.31 if mass effects are
omitted, while with mass effects included the correspond-
ing values decrease to 1.20 and 1.10 for NLO and NNLO,
respectively.
In the present study, we use the publicly available
APFEL package [35] for both evolving FFs and performing
the numerical calculation of the SIA cross sections. Note
that, using APFEL, the related calculations can be per-
formed up to NNLO accuracy in QCD. We should stress
here that measurements of the longitudinal SIA cross-
section (dσh
±
L /dz) are only available for the production of
unidentified hadrons, h±. However, one cannot analyze
these data at NNLO as perturbative corrections to the
coefficient functions are only available up the NLO accu-
racy in this case [1]. Hence, we omit the data from the
measurements of the longitudinal SIA cross-section. The
effect of heavy quark masses are not taken into account
in the present analysis and we use the zero mass vari-
able flavor number scheme (ZM-VFNS) with five active
6Parameter pi± k± p/p¯
Nu+ 0.9540 0.2546 0.8106
αu+ −0.7302 −0.7367 1.3811
βu+ 1.5879 1.8861 5.3083
γu+ 4.6221 0
∗ 0∗
δu+ 3.5424 0
∗ 0∗
Nd+ 0.9540 0.2632 0.0622
αd+ −0.7302 −0.5746 1.3811
βd+ 1.5879 5.4383 5.3083
γd+ 4.6221 0
∗ 0∗
δd+ 3.5424 0
∗ 0∗
Ns+ 0.7144 0.2063 0.0191
αs+ 0.0314
∗ −0.5894∗ 1.0904
βs+ 10.193 1.5446 1.9788
Nc+ 0.7899 0.2726 0.0196
αc+ −0.7503 −0.3414 10.867
βc+ 5.7615 4.8732 53.308
∗
Nb+ 0.7536 0.2192 0.0049
αb+ −0.2731 0.2689 3.9521
βb+ 5.2864 12.156 160.224
∗
γb+ 9.5711 0
∗ 0∗
δb+ 9.0370 0
∗ 0∗
Ng 0.4716 0.0979 0.1895
αg 1.6155 14.661 2.2913
βg 30.626 10.428 7.5334
TABLE III: Best-fit parameters for the fragmentation of
partons into pi±, K± and p/p¯ obtained through a
simultaneous analysis at NLO accuracy within the
framework described in Sec III. The starting scale has been
taken to be µ0 = 5 GeV for all parton species. Parameters
marked with an asterisk are fixed input quantities.
flavors, including charm and bottom FFs. Moreover, the
value of the strong coupling constant at the scale of the
Z boson mass is considered to be αs(M2Z ) = 0.118 [36].
For performing minimization and determination of fit pa-
rameters, we use the CERN program MINUIT [37]. The
definition of χ2 is the same as the one we used in our
previous works [2, 6], including the overall normalization
errors of the experimental data sets. For calculating the
uncertainties of the extracted FFs, we use the standard
“Hessian” approach [38, 39] with ∆χ2 = 1 (for further
details, see Ref. [6]). We will briefly describe our method
of minimization and uncertainty estimation in the next
section.
The best values of the fit parameters for charged pion,
charged kaon and proton/antiproton FFs determined at
the initial scale µ0 = 5 GeV are listed in Tables III
and IV at NLO and NNLO accuracy, respectively. Note
that the parameters labeled with an asterisk (∗) are fixed
input quantities.
IV. χ2 MINIMIZATION AND UNCERTAINTY
ESTIMATION
The best values of the independent fit parameters de-
fined in Eq. (1) need to be determined from SIA data by
Parameter pi± k± p/p¯
Nu+ 0.9272 0.2482 0.7486
αu+ −0.8696 −0.7070 0.6152
βu+ 1.7178 2.1475 4.8392
γu+ 3.0324 0
∗ 0∗
δu+ 3.8950 0
∗ 0∗
Nd+ 0.9272 0.2704 0.0839
αd+ −0.8696 −0.7020 0.6152
βd+ 1.7178 5.3752 4.8392
γd+ 3.0324 0
∗ 0∗
δd+ 3.8950 0
∗ 0∗
Ns+ 0.8073 0.2300 0.0164
αs+ −0.1878∗ −0.7082∗ 0.6190
βs+ 8.4622 1.4670 1.8508
Nc+ 0.8086 0.2795 0.0364
αc+ −0.8360 −0.4630 3.6249
βc+ 5.6718 4.6554 24.985
∗
Nb+ 0.7739 0.2279 0.0058
αb+ −0.3907 0.1029 3.3302
βb+ 5.0651 11.422 165.008
∗
γb+ 9.0703 0
∗ 0∗
δb+ 8.8441 0
∗ 0∗
Ng 0.4545 0.0887 0.1979
αg 0.8257 13.300 −0.1809
βg 25.557 9.6285 3.7504
TABLE IV: Same as Table. III but at NNLO accuracy.
performing a minimization procedure using an effective
χ2 function. This function quantifies the goodness of fit
to the SIA data for a given set of fit parameters, {pi}.
The simplest method to calculate the total χ2({pi}) for
a set of independent fit parameters {pi} is given by,
χ2({pi}) =
ndata∑
i
(Odatai − T theoryi ({pi}))2
(σdatai )
2
, (6)
where Odatai refer to the experimental observables, and
T theoryi indicate the corresponding theoretical values at
a given z and µ2. In this study, the experimental er-
rors, σdatai , in the above equation are calculated from the
statistical and systematical errors added in quadrature.
However, the analyses available in the literature [38, 40–
42] have shown that such a simple χ2({pi}) definition
needs to be modified to account for correlations in the
experimental uncertainties. In particular, most of the
SIA data come with an overall normalization uncertainty
which is fully correlated within one data set, but uncor-
related between different data sets. Therefore we split
the global χ2global({pi}) into contributions from individ-
ual data sub-sets,
χ2global({pi}) =
nexp∑
n=1
Wn χ2n({pi}) , (7)
where nexp is the number of individual experimental data
sets and Wn indicates a weight factor for the nth exper-
iment. Then, χ2n({pi}) defined in Eq. (6) needs to be
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FIG. 1: Comparison of SGKS20 NNLO charged pion FFs, zDpi
±
i (z,Q
2) (i = g, c, b,Σ) together with their 1-σ uncertainty
bands at Q2 = 100 GeV2 compared with the results from the NNFF1.0 Collaboration.
corrected as
χ2n({pi}) =
(
1−Nn
∆Nn
)2
+
Ndatan∑
k=1
(
(NnOdatak − T theoryk ({pi})
Nn δDdatak
)2
, (8)
in which i runs over all data points andNdatan corresponds
to the number of data points in each data set. In order
to determine the best fit parameters of the SGKS20 light
charged hadrons FFs, we minimize the χ2global({pi}) func-
tion with respect to the fit parameters {pi} presented in
Eq. (1). The normalization factors ∆Nn need to be fit-
ted along with the independent fit parameters ({pi}) and
then can be kept fixed. The default value of the weight
factors for each experimental data set is considered to be
equal to 1 [43, 44].
In the following, we briefly discuss our method to
estimate the uncertainties of the SGKS20 light charged
hadrons FFs. Three different approaches are available in
the literature to estimate the uncertainty. They are based
on Lagrange multipliers or Monte-Carlo sampling, but
the most commonly used method is the so-called ‘Hes-
sian’ approach [38]. Following the notation adopted in
Refs. [39, 45], our uncertainty estimation is done using
the standard ’Hessian’ approach. In this method, the
uncertainty for a fragmentation function, ∆D(z), can be
obtained from linear error propagation. It is given by
[∆D(z)]2 = ∆χ2global × n∑
i
(
∂D(z, pˆ)
∂pi
)2
Cii +
n∑
i 6=j
(
∂D(z, pˆ)
∂pi
∂D(z, pˆ)
∂pj
)
Cij
 ,
(9)
where pi (with i = 1, 2, ..., n) denotes the independent
free parameters for each FF, n refers to the total number
of optimized parameters, and pˆi comprises the numeri-
cal values of the optimized parameters. Ci,j ≡ H−1i,j are
the elements of the covariance matrix determined in this
analysis at the input scale. In order to estimate the un-
certainties of the SGKS20 light charged hadrons FFs, we
follow the standard parameter-fitting criterion by con-
sidering contours of T = ∆χ2global = 1 defining the 68%
(1-σ) confidence level (CL). For minimization and the de-
termination of both fit parameters and elements of the
covariance matrix we use the publicly available CERN
program MINUIT [37].
V. RESULTS OF THE SGKS20 FF ANALYSIS
The following part of this article describes in greater
details the results of the SGKS20 FFs analysis. We focus
on the inclusion of higher-order QCD corrections in our
NNLO results. We also compare our best fit pion, kaon
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FIG. 2: Same as Fig. 1 but for the charged kaon zDK
±
i (z,Q
2) FFs.
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FIG. 3: Same as Fig. 1 but for the proton and antiproton FFs, zDp/p¯i (z,Q
2).
and proton/antiproton FFs with their counterparts from
the NNFF1.0 analysis [3].
In Tables III and IV we present the best fit parameters
for the fragmentation functions of partons into pi±, K±
and p/p¯ at NLO and NNLO accuracy, respectively.
The NNLO charged hadron FFs, zDH
±
i (z,Q
2), for sin-
glet (DH
±
Σ =
∑
q(D
H±
q + D
H±
q¯ ), q = u, d, s), heavy-
quark- and gluon-to-hadron fragmentation obtained from
the combined fit are illustrated in Figs. 1, 2 and 3
together with their 1-σ uncertainty bands for charged
9pions, charged kaons and protons/antiprotons, respec-
tively. The NNLO results from the most recent determi-
nation available in the literature, namely the NNFF1.0
FFs, are also shown for comparison. The results at
Q2 = 100 GeV2 reveal the following findings. A no-
ticeable feature of the distributions shown in Fig. 1 is
the remarkable agreement between our zDpi
±
(z,Q2) FFs
for heavy and singlet quarks with the corresponding re-
sults from NNFF1.0. Fig. 1 shows a small difference for
the gluon density, especially at small values of z. A fur-
ther remarkable aspect of the comparison in this figure
is related to the size of the uncertainties. For all cases,
the SGKS20 1-σ error bands are smaller than those of the
corresponding NNFF1.0 FFs.
Our charged kaon zDK
±
(z,Q2) FFs at NNLO accu-
racy are shown in Fig. 2 in comparison with the NNFF1.0
FFs. Concerning the shapes of the kaon FFs, a number of
interesting differences between the SGKS20 and NNFF1.0
FFs can be seen. The differences in shape among the
two FF sets are more marked than in the case of the
charged pion FF. Moderate differences are observed for
the central value of the singlet FF at smaller values of
z, especially at z < 0.1, and for the uncertainty band of
the bottom FF below z < 0.05. A more noticeable dif-
ference in shape is observed for the gluon and charm FFs
for which the SGKS20 results are more suppressed and
enhanced, respectively, at z < 0.4, than the gluon and
charm FFs from NNFF1.0.
Let us now discuss the SGKS20 protons and antipro-
tons zDp/p¯(z,Q2) FFs. A fair agreement is observed
only in the case of the heavy-quark and singlet-quark
FFs at large values of z. These FFs are more suppressed
at medium to small z values, compared with the corre-
sponding FFs from NNFF1.0. For zDp/p¯g , big differences
can be seen both in the magnitude and the error band of
the FFs in the whole range of z. Overall, the error bands
for all heavy quark, singlet and gluon FFs for all light
hadrons are dramatically reduced, except for the singlet
FF of the kaon at medium to large z.
There are a number of similarities and differences be-
tween the SGKS20 and NNFF1.0 analyses. The QCD ap-
proach used in this study is similar to the one used by
NNFF1.0. In both cases, NNLO QCD and hadron-mass
corrections are taken into account. Also, the kinematic
cuts imposed on data points in the small z region are
the same in both analyses. The origin of the differences
between the SGKS20 and NNFF1.0 FFs is likely to be due
to the following reasons.
First, we have included data for unidentified light
charged hadron production along with identified pi±, K±
and pp¯ production simultaneously in one fit. We believe
that this is the main reason that the SGKS20 FFs are
much better constrained. In addition, the NNFF1.0 ap-
proach based on neural networks without fixing a priori a
specific parametrization allows one to obtain much more
flexibility in the description of FFs. It can, therefore, be
expected that the uncertainties of the NNFF1.0 FFs are
larger than those of SGKS20. This is indeed the case, as
seen in the figures. The smaller error bands of SGKS20
FFs may also be due to the fact that we include more data
in the analysis, especially the inclusion of unidentified
light charged hadron data, and considering the residual
light hadrons contributions.
Considering the fit quality upon inclusion of higher-
order QCD corrections, one can conclude from Tables I
and II that the NNLO corrections slightly improve the
overall fit quality for almost all SIA data. As one can see
from these tables, the χ2/(d.o.f.) values at NNLO accu-
racy are lower than at NLO. Moreover, the fit quality
suggests that the inclusion of residual light-hadron con-
tributions as well as unidentified light charged hadron
data in our identified zDH
±
(H± = pi±,K±, p/p¯) analy-
sis leads to an improved agreement between theory and
data.
Having at hand the SGKS20 NLO and NNLO light
charged hadron FFs, we are now able to compare the
analyzed data against the theory predictions for the
normalized SIA cross sections. In Fig. 4, our theory
predictions are compared to the total SIA cross sec-
tion measurements for inclusive [26–30], light [28–31],
c- tagged [29–31] and b-tagged [28–31] unidentified light
charged hadron (h±) from ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL and SLD
experiments. In general, the agreement between data
and theory is excellent. In addition, we observe that
our NNLO results show a better agreement with the SIA
data, especially for the total inclusive, c-tagged and light
charged hadron cross sections at small values of z. One
can also see that the error bands for the NLO and NNLO
theory predictions are very similar, except for the case of
c-tagged cross sections where the NNLO predictions show
smaller uncertainties.
We also present a comparison of the charged pion, kaon
and proton/antiproton data used in this analysis with the
corresponding theoretical predictions obtained using our
NNLO FFs. In Figs. 5, 6 and 7, data over theory ratios
are displayed for the SLD [31], DELPHI [28] and BABAR [21]
data for charged pion (pi±), charged kaon (K±), and pro-
ton/antiproton (p/p¯) production in SIA.
For the case of pion production, Fig. 5, overall good
agreement between measurements and the NNLO theory
predictions is found for most of the data points, except for
the large-z region of some experiments. The uncertainties
of our theory predictions are getting large in this region
for the case of SLD and DELPHI heavy quark production.
The comparison for charged kaons is presented in
Fig. 6. We notice that for some data the agreement is
good, in particular for the SLD and BABAR experiments,
while for DELPHI we see some deviations in the small-z
region. As one can see, the experimental data points for
all data sets fluctuate inside the error bands of the theory
predictions.
Finally, we display in Fig. 7 the data/theory ratios for
proton/antiproton (p/p¯) production for all experimental
data analyzed in this work. One can see that for c- and
b-tagged data the agreement is poor, but the comparison
between our predictions and the total inclusive and uds-
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FIG. 4: NLO and NNLO theory predictions for the normalized SIA cross sections of unidentified light charged hadrons in
comparison with the total inclusive [26–30], light [28–31], c-tagged [29–31] and b-tagged [28–31] SIA cross section
measurements from the ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL and SLD experiments. The green (NLO) and yellow (NNLO) shaded bands
correspond to uncertainty estimates based on the Hessian approach with ∆χ2 = 1.
tagged data is reasonable. Deviations appear specifically
for almost all experiments in the small-z region, except
for the case of inclusive measurements from the BABAR ex-
periment. For the inclusive measurements of SLD, DELPHI
and BABAR, the agreement is acceptable in the medium-
to-large range of z-values. The same conclusion can be
made for the uds-tagged data from the SLD and DELPHI
experiments.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main goal of the current study is to present a set
of FFs, called SGKS20, for light charged hadron (pi±, K±,
p/p¯) production. These FFs are obtained in a simulta-
neous fit and we include both identified and unidentified
light charged hadron data taken from electron-positron
annihilation. We included finite-hadron mass corrections
which are significant for small z and small
√
s. For FFs
which involve heavy quarks, we adopted the zero-mass
variable-flavour-number scheme. As a third improve-
ment, the residual light hadrons contributions have been
included in our fit for unidentified light hadrons. We have
shown that this approach improves the total χ2 at both
NLO and NNLO accuracy and also reduces the uncertain-
ties for the FFs of light hadrons. Our results show that
the inclusion of higher-order QCD corrections helped to
obtain a much better agreement of data with theory. Fi-
nally, we compared our pion, kaon and proton FFs with
the one recently extracted by the NNFF1.0 Collaboration.
The most important limitation of the present anal-
ysis is related to the fact that we have included data
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from SIA measurements only. The precise data from
proton-(anti)proton (pp) collisions, which cover a wide
range in energy and momentum fractions, contain vital
information about FFs, especially for the gluon FF, and
also are sensitive to different partonic combinations [1].
These measurements include CDF [46, 47] experiment at
the Tevatron, STAR [48] and PHENIX [49] at RHIC, and
CMS [50, 51] and ALICE [52] experiments at the LHC. It
is expected that the inclusion of these data will lead to
much better constrained FFs. Hence, it will be inter-
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esting to repeat this analysis by considering the SIDIS
data as well as hadron collider data which could provide
a flavor separation between quark and antiquark FFs and
also the gluon FF. In addition, a future study investigat-
ing the improvements of description of the data at low
center-of-mass energy due to the effect arising from heavy
quarks mass corrections would be very interesting.
The FF parametrizations at NLO and NNLO for iden-
tified light charged hadron, zDH
±
(H± = pi±,K±, p/p¯),
presented in this study are available in the standard
LHAPDF format [53] from the authors upon request.
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